The paper discusses the modeling necessary for recovering man made objects | in this case buildings | in complex scenes from digital imagery. The approach addresses all levels of image analysis for deriving semantically meaningful descriptions of the scene from the image, via the geometrical/physical model of the objects and their counterparts in the image. The central link between raster image and scene are network-like organized aspects of parts of the objects. This is achieved by generically modelling the objects using parametrized volume primitives together with the application speci c constraints, which seems to be adequate for many types of buildings. The paper sketches the various interrelationships between the di erent models and their use for feature extraction, hypothesis generation and veri cation.
Introduction
Three-dimensional building extraction from digital images is needed for an increasing number of tasks related to measurement, planning, construction, environment, transportation, energy and property management. Photogrammetric methods are well established but show ine ciencies due to the extensive amount of data compared with 2 1 2 -D applications. The integration of automatic or at least semiautomatic image understanding tools into photogrammetry seems to be an appropiate way to achieve e ciency in three-dimensional data acquisition.
The digital images generally contain a great deal of information which is irrelevant with respect to the given task of building extraction, e.g. vegetation, cars, building details like windows, stairs etc. On the other hand there is a loss of relevant information due to the projection of three-dimensional shapes into twodimensional images. Furthermore occlusions, low contrast or unfavorable perspectives will cause a loss of information. Therefore a promising concept for automatical or semi-automatical building reconstruction should incorporate a su ciantly complete model of the objects of interest and of their relationships.
In various projects we investigate on the extraction of buildings from digital images. The paper gives an overview of di erent approaches to model threedimensional shapes and two-dimensional images, and discusses a new concept for three-dimensional building reconstruction based on geometric modeling.
On the one hand we nd | mostly theoretically oriented | approaches which employ generic polyhedral modeling schemes for object descriptions with variable topology. On the other hand we nd | especially pragmatic motivated | systems which utilize parametrized object models (i.e. xed topology and variable geometry) or CAD models (i.e. xed topology and xed geometry). The applicability of these approaches depends on the a priori knowledge of the concrete application.
Polyhedral Models
Polyhedra in many applications have shown to be adequate approximative models for real | especially man made | object shapes. Basic research about qualitative interpretation of line drawings polyhedra was done by Clowes 1971 , Huffman 1971 and Waltz 1975 . Sugihara 1986 established an algebraic method for the veri cation of such line drawings. The approach has been extended by Kanatani 1990 and Heyden 1994 for solving inconsistencies of the line drawings in a leastsquares manner. Herman and Kanade 1987 used a polyhedral model expanded by heuristics in their MOSAIC-System for the reconstruction of buildings. Braun 1994 also employs a generic polyhedral model within the task of building reconstruction via monocular image analysis where heuristics encode knowledge about line geometry, vanishing points, and orthogonal trihedral corners and uses this in a joint maximum-likelihood estimation procedure. Steinhage 1993 utilized generic polyhedral modeling within a multi-view stereo-vision and dealed with the problems due to occlusions and non generic views.
The degree of automation of all these approaches depends on the results of the feature extraction which deals in most cases with the extraction of the contour lines of the projected objects. Of course polyhedral object modeling doesn't restrict the reconstruction to those shapes which correspond to buildings. On the other hand polyhedral models only describe the geometric shape of their surfaces and are restricted to planar surfaces.
Parametrized Models for Object Reconstruction
Most buildings can be described in terms of simple primitive shapes. Therefore parametrized models describing the most common building types suggest to be a promising tool for a pragmatic solution. Motivated by the research results of Quam and Strat 1991 this approach is used within the semi-automatic system of Lang and Schickler 1993: the three-dimensional building extraction consists in the selection of a basic building type model, its projection into the digital image, followed by a coarse interactive adjustment of the form and position parameters of the model and an automatic tting based on extracted intensity edges from all images of the observed building.
The advantage of this approach is that it provides the complete modeling of a building by a parametrized volumetric primitive. Indeed the practical use of such a system depends on the capacity of the assembled building types: beside simple building types, urban scenes show irregular houses and very complex combinations of buildings and building parts. These buildings and building formations cannot be modeled with this approach. Several researchers therefore assumed buildings to consist of a set of parametrized building blocks, mostly boxes (cf. Lin et al. 1994b , Lin et al. 1994a , McKeown 1990 . However, relations between the primitives usually have not been used for constraining the interpretation. But a modeling scheme for building reconstruction has to provide geometrical variations and also capabilities to describe topological variants of shapes and their potential relationships.
CAD Models for Object Identi caton
CAD systems o er elaborated techniques for the representation of complex spatial objects which are mainly adressed to and suited for construction tasks. These representation schemes include boundary representation (B-Rep) and constructive solid modeling (CSG). CAD models are employed in computer vision tasks within monocular image analysis as well as in multi-view approaches (e.g. Hansen and Henderson 1989; Liu and Tsai 1990; Chiou et al. 1991) and are especially suited for controlling industrial processes where only certain well known objects like product-or workpieces must be identi ed. Therefore the use of CAD models within the building extraction task is promosing for the search of a priori known buildings (F orstner and Sester 1989 , Schickler 1992 , Schickler 1993 ; the lack of variability makes it much more di cult to use CAD models for the extraction of unknown and complex buildings.
Generic Models for Object Recognition
A recommendable survey about methods for three-dimensional object recognition and reconstruction is given in Suetens et al. 1992 . The only system using generic models for building extraction from aerial images has been described by Fua and Hanson 1987 . They use simple box-type primitives linked by an object related network of relations. Among all the systems the approaches of Dickinson et al. 1992b und Bergevin and Levine 1993 are of outstanding importance: both approaches are based on three-dimensional generic object models composed of volumetric modeling primitives and on explicit modeling of the two-dimensional projective object appearances in terms of an image model. Furthermore in contrast to Fua and Hanson 1987 who only used a comparably simple image model for the primitives, both approaches utilize aspect representations of object components as the significant link between object and image modeling. They motivated our approach for building extraction and reconstruction presented in this paper.
General Strategy
In the following section we will develop a general strategy for 3D reconstruction and recognition of buildings in digital imagery based on generic CSG modeling.
Geometric modeling by combining volumetric primitives gives a representation of spatial prototypes with arbitrary structures and parameters for shape and location. On the one hand it inherits the advantages from a parametric representation of objects (as shown in 2.2) concerning the handling of object-types or -classes. On the other hand we have a generic description of objects and the whole scene consisting of its components and their relationships. This allows the recognition of objects by an active search of its parts.
Our overall concept has to consider more than the pure recognition of geometrically describable objects for two reasons. First, we want the analysis to be application speci c by modeling the knowledge about the domain (see also Mayer 1993) , and second, the recognition task has to be performed on natural scenes rather than sketches, that are already an abstraction containing only domain speci c information.
The Role of Scene and Image Models
The overall strategy used for automated image interpretation has to meet the following requirements:
The deduction of the scene description from images, especially the description of scene modi cation, demands the explicit modeling of the scene (resp. its changes) and the expected structures in the image data either. Therefore 2D image and 3D scene structures should be as tightly-coupled as possible with respect to their formal de nition and handling. Scene modi cations imply the need of data driven generation of hypotheses, while hypothesis veri cation demands model driven action. An integration of both strategies constitutes a feedback between the di erent processing levels. Both the internal feedback between processes and the data oriented adaption of schemes make it necessary to have explicit information about the quality of results of all single processes (in the sense of a self-diagnosis) and about the model structures itselves as well. This needs adequate structures that are able to represent the model and its meta information. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our concept with all its internal and mutual connections between the levels of processing. The basic structure on all The 2D image model results from a formalized projection of the 3D scene model depending on projective geometry and scene illumination. The level of detail of the image model is determined on one side by the given interpretation task and on the other side by the form and quality of the extractable image structures and features. Models, schemes and meta information restrict the instantiation of descriptions of 2D or 3D objects. For the 3D scene reconstruction or in the case of change detection the 2D image data can be used i.e. by employing matching algorithms. Knowledge about the scene can support the deduction of a scene description. The deduction of image or scene descriptions or a su ciently large number of such descriptions can be taken for further validation of the image or scene models. This serves generally for conducting the whole analysis process, in special cases it is also used for adaption or learning. All levels correspond on the one hand to the hierarchically structured scene in the sense of a part-of hierachy, and on the other hand to the time sequential aggregation of iconic image information (pixels) step by step to more complex, thus semantically richer structures. This architecture tightly interlaces data driven and model driven processes. The starting point of the recognition is the 2D image represented by an array of pixels from which the reasoning process nally must infer a 3D scene description. The delimitation between the di erent levels (esp. the higher ones) is not a nal one and is at this time still topic of our research.
The strategy for developing a general model, on which the interpretation operates, will consist for both the image and the object model mainly of two fundamental directions:
1. Forward modeling (top down): Starting with a scene conception in mind a 3D object model is developed, from which a 2D image model can be derived under the assumption of a projection model (see g. 1: bold arrows). 2. Backward modeling (bottom up): Starting from existing or extracted image or object structures the process of top down modeling has to be reversed with the aim to provide the methods needed for interpretation (i.e. feature extraction, grouping and 3D reconstruction techniques).
Interpretation Model
The interpretation model de nes the control strategy of the whole image analysis. It contains processing regulations for the feature extraction and for the reasoning on each single level of the image and scene model. Further it de nes the communication between the modules on di erent levels. There are rules for this purpose de ning when and in which way image resp. scene descriptions are instantiated. Another part of the interpretation model consists of rules for the extension and adaption of the model or parts of it. Since buildings may be arbitrary complex in reality, there is no chance of explicitly modeling all building variants in full detail. The reconstruction faces two fundamental problems: 1. The inverse projection of 3D objects and object parts in the 2D image space is not trivial, because the projection is not bijective. Reducing the dimension causes a loss of information, and one 2D image may originate from di erent 3D scenes, hence the 2D image may contain ambiguous information. This raises a classi cation problem, but can be overcome with the help of a priori knowledge in form of constraints and context assumptions. 2. Unavoidable Errors from the feature extraction and from occlusions or shadows on the image take e ect in all reasoning steps. The uncertainty of conclusions must therefore be considered in all steps.
The coupling of the processes is established on the image side by the data driven generation of hypotheses using grouping processes. Present 3D structures are taken into account, regardless if they result from earlier observation (i.e. supplied by a GIS) or from instantaneously derived 3D hypotheses. The available image information is integrated on the actual processing level to eliminate inconsistencies and to achieve maximum accuracy of present information.
This information integration is also done on the scene side, to obtain a complete, and for each level well suited scene description.
The system has to autonomously select, with the help of stereo vision the appropriate aggregation level for the transition from image to scene description. The basis for this is built by a projection model that results from theoretical and empirical research regarding the perceptibility of objects by the arti cial system. The model considers special object properties (like the geometric complexity), the projection process (esp. the illumination), the sensor properties (like the geometric resolution) and the e ciency of the available analysing methods.
The nal result of the interpretation is the best-tted scene model instance of the projected scene on the image as an approximation for the scene in reality.
Previous Approaches
Hierarchical structures for modeling images and scenes at di erent resolution and the close interaction of bottom-up and top-down procedures are classical concepts. Hartmann 1983 developed a hierarchical structure code based on both iconic and symbolic aggregations in a hexagonal pyramid, which is used together with the interpretation system ERNEST (Niemann et al. 1990) for interpreting industrial 2D-scenes. Andress and Kak 1987 and Lawton et al. 1987 proposed a layered representation of symbolically aggregated structures used for analysing 2D images of truely 3D scenes with explicitely providing appearance-/image models for interpretation. Strategies for interpretation still are topic of current research. Semantic networks of frames are probably the mostly used representation (cf. Niemann et al. 1990 , Lawton et al. 1987 including special networks for invoking hypotheses based on previous instantiations (cf. Bruce et al. 1989) . A completely di erent approach has been proposed by Strat and Fischler 1991 who in a cooperative way exploit multiple hypotheses using mutual ranking.
Though the results provided by the systems are quite promising an explicit modeling of the joint hierarchical structures of images (2D) and objects (3D) seemed to be missing, which is a prerequisite for a success in deriving complex 3D-structures for images.
The Scene Model
The scene model describes the scene that has to be recognized. It therefore must be able to project reality in a way appropriate for the application.
We distinguish between three modeling levels, which are hierarchical dependent on each other:
1. The domain model contains the semantically most meaningful part of the scene model according to the aim of the image interpretation. It describes the possible structures of the interesting objects and their possible arrangements. It is important that all objects on this level are composed of only domain speci c object primitives.
2. The modeling of domain speci c object primitives uses a volumetric representation. The underlying primitives for this model level are CSG primitives parametrized by additional domain speci c values resp. variables. At this point the transition from modeling domain speci c knowledge to pure geometric-physical modeling takes place.
3. The boundary representation of the objects (that consist of volumetric primitives) is used to derive the image model considering the geometric and physical surface properties. Each level provides a number of parametrized primitives as a basis. These primitives can be combined to more complex structures by applying relational operators on them (i.e. the standard relations of the CSG model). Constraints are used for this task, which may be expressed i.e. in terms of predicate logic. In this case the constraints may be speci ed in the way de ned by constraint logic programming (CLP).
Objects of the Domain Model
We are particularly interested in the domain of building reconstruction. Therefore we need semantical and structural models of the buildings of interest. But the digital images not only show buildings; instead we nd multiple interactions eg. occlusions and shadows with other objects, especially with streets, vegetation etc. From this point of view a modeling of all objects possibly occuring within an observed scene might seem necessary. First of all we will concentrate on the modeling of buildings. Problems due to occlusions by other objects than buildings we will handle with special structured image modeling (see chapter 5).
In our approach buildings are de ned by combinations of simple building types in the sense of object primitives as the following example shows: 
Volumetric Representation of Object Primitives
The domain speci c object primitives are composed of object components whose geometry and whose physical properties are represented in terms of CSG models. Indeed some object components show intrinsic functional semantics. Therefore it is possible to embed these descriptions in the next higher modeling level, but due to their predominant geometric and physical attributes it seems advantegous to postpone their semantics. Thus a sharp distinction between volumetric and domain primitives seems impossible.
For example interpreting the objects single garage and multistorey family house now as classes we derive the following decompositions in volumetric primitives: single garage := storey garage roof garage roof := at roof j inclined roof at roof := cuboid multistorey family house := ats roof storeys := storeys storey storey := vertical prism
The italicized components in the decompositions above (e. g. cuboid, vertical prism, horizontal prism) describe volumetric primitives showing pure physical and geometical properties.
Surface Representation of Object Primitives
In general we see in images only the surfaces of the observed objects. Therefore we need a transformation of combined volumetric primitives into surface-based object descriptions which includes the physical object attributes especially the spectral reection properties guaranteeing observability. This surface representation of object primitives is the basis for the derivation of the image model.
Constraint Representation and Processing
All levels of modeling de ne constraints on the instances formulated on the primitive parameters and the attributes of their relations. We employ two kinds of constraints:
1. Constraints on primitives (p-constraints) de ne restrictions on the primitive parameter sets. Each p-constraint refers to only one single primitive. 2. Constraints on relations (r-constraints) de ne restrictions on the attributes of the relations between the primitives. For example the restriction on the attribute height of the primitive storey is encoded in the following way, using the notation of the logic programming language PROLOG: storey(floor,height). new_house_storey(F) :-storey(F,H), H in 2.5,2.9].
The restriction on the relation angle between two faces e.g. is similarily encoded: These constraints could be used to enforce the orthogonality between the walls and the roof of a garage: single garage := Flat Garage roofô rthogonal(Flat.Wall1,Garage roof.bottom surface)ô rthogonal(Flat.Wall2, : : :
Furthermore these constraints must generally include probabilities, probability densities or other suited ways to specify uncertainties in measurements.
5 Image Model
Image Model Requirements
The image model provides structures for the description of images on di erent aggregation levels (cf. gure 1). The following requirements should be ful lled:
At each aggregation level the image model should be predictable by formal derivation from the object model i.e. by deduction (1). This refers to the image structure in the form of primitives and their corresponding attributes as well as to the constraints, and to the quality measures. Using the re ectance or thereby other physical properties of the object the intensity function can be derived and in the case of CAD-objects, aspects can be deduced. Thus projectability (2) of a 3D object description onto a corresponding 2D image description is guaranteed. In the sense of inverting the deduction it should be possible to conclude the 3D object from its appearance in the image by abduction (3). The choice of the adequate aggregation level highly in uences the performance of the reasoning process. Since an exhaustive search is not feasible in practice, hypotheses which constrain the search space best will be evaluated rst. The image model should be observable (4), that is, each aggregation level ought to be reachable starting at the raster level. For this purpose suitable data structures (5) should be provided. The image model should be adaptive (6). Using recursive estimation new probabilities of primitives and their combinations are established by learning.
In the same way this process is capable of acquiring new combinations of primitives as learned.
Example (cf. gure 2): Assuming that within the level of "parts of the objects" a normalized trihedral corner has 3 right angles i = 90 for the corresponding aspect node the constraint Q i cos i < 0 can be derived (deduction). Conversely, regarding a node with condition Q i cos i < 0 leads to the hypothesis of being a trihedral corner in 3D (abduction). 5 of 6 unknown parameters of the mutual orientation between camera and trihedral corner can be determined (cf. Braun 1994) .
The existing uncertainty of extracted features caused by occlusions and selfocclusion, bad quality of the images, etc. requires a exible image model on di erent aggregation levels.
Image Model Generation
The degree of automation within image analysis mainly depends on the quality of feature extraction which transforms the iconic raster image in the form of greyvalues into a symbolic image description consisting of points, lines and regions. For the purpose of image interpretation, in addition to geometric primitives speci c feature attributes and mutual relations between primitives are required to get a su ciently informative description.
Aspect Graphs
Assuming all objects within the scene to be delimited by piecewise smooth boundaries, a symbolic image description can be derived using existing techniques (cf.5.3) for automatic feature extraction. Adapting to the local image structure, the only steering parameter in uences the desired resolution. As feature extraction is based on a very general object model no direct support for the purpose of building reconstruction is given. For this reason the utilization of domain speci c knowledge is necessary during the extraction of higher level image features. Image modeling is able to satisfy these requirements by describing given objects using aspect graphs. The image model of spatial objects is represented in a graph structure with the nodes representing the di erent topological views (aspects) and the edges coding changes of view via nongeneric views (cf. Eggert et al. 1993) . Using any matching algorithm to get the correspondence between a symbolic image description and the aspect of an object model, a proper approximation of object identi cation, positioning and orientation in the image can be derived.
Aspect Graphs based on Primitives
In accordance with modeling of buildings based on spatial primitives, generic aggregated objects are proposed to be represented using primitive based aspects (cf. Dickinson et al. 1992b ). Instead of aspects of complete buildings, building-speci c primitives are constructed and afterwards connected according to the object model.
With regard to object recognition based on identi cation of parts (components) of the object, this procedure takes advantage of e cient storage and management of the aspects because the number of selected spatial primitives is small. Above all, this form of aspect representation is not dependent on the number of possible parts. Within the context of building reconstruction this point of view is of remarkable importance since architecture shows a large variety of forms and mixed forms not only within single houses, but also within complex clusters of houses.
Aspect Hierarchy
Finding and evaluating hypotheses about objects and object parts causes problems due to occlusions and lacking or irrelevant information of the feature extraction. In order to cope with these problems, we, extending the approach of Dickinson et al. 1992a suggest a hierarchical aspect representation, extended to all possible feature primitives, that is besides regions, also points and lines. The highest aspect level consists of the entire aspect of given spatial primitives. Due to occlusions only parts of the object are visible. Therefore the second level represents regions, points and lines which contain primitive based aspects. Finally the lowest level within that hierarchy provides di erent con gurations of boundaries which contain aspects of parts of the next level.
The connection of di erent levels is given by conditional probabilities expressing the knowledge of the relation of an aspect unit to the next higher representation level.
Representation of Aspects of Primitive Combinations
To e ectively exploit relations between extracted feature primitives (points, lines, regions) reference to aspects of single object primitives is not su cient. Signi cant feature relations not only appear within features of single primitive aspects, but rather between features of neighboring primitives; for example, between features between the primitive " oor" and the primitive "roof". For this reason expanding the aspect representation for single primitives to pairs of primitives is useful. Image modeling therefore not only contains single spatial primitives but also the representation of pairs of primitives. One could expand further to three and more primitives, however, additional e ort in the representation and in the search on the one hand and realized gain on the other hand must be compared.
For example, gures 3 and 4 show the aspect graph for a combination of two primitives oor { hip-roof and for one selected aspect, the aspect hierarchy containing relations between the feature classes regions (a), lines (b), and points (c).
Generation of an Image Description
One crucial step within image interpretation is the matching of the observed image, represented by any adequate image description, with a corresponding symbolic object description in the form of an object model. Therefore feature extraction is the rst step in image analysis and aims at replacing the image by a suitable representation, here a symbolic image description.
Characteristics of Digital Images
The content of the observed image mainly depends on the original 3D scene and on the sensing process. For this reason feature extraction requires the setting up of models of the scene to be recovered and of the sensing process used for observation called the observation model. The following scene model, though involving no semantic knowledge, seems to be complex enough to implicitely cover the geometry and physics of a large class of scenes. We assume the scene to have the following properties:
1. The objects are geometrically and physically bounded. 
Besides the extracted image primitives the segmentation also contains relations between primitives (cf. gure 5 a.). 2. Assuming a real objective, more general lighting condition and a light sensitive area of limited resolution, projection yields a real continuous image f(x; y). Generally this leads to continuous blurred images, with the blurring being nonhomogenious and anisotropic.
We obtain segment-regions S, often referred to as blobs, point-regions P and line-regions L, lines and points lying inside the corresponding regions. Similarily to 1. the image area I can be similarily partitioned into three parts S, L and P (cf. gure 5 b.).
3. The digital image g(r; c) is a sampled and noisy version of the real continuous image: g(r; c) = f(r; c) + n(r; c). The noise is mainly caused by the Poissonprocess of photon ux, by the electronic noise of the camera and -in case g is rounded to integers -by the rounding errors. Assuming these speci ed properties of the digital image, feature extraction thus allows to recover the position of points, lines and regions and the mutual relations between these features primitives in order to obtain a relational description in the sense of a feature adjacency graph (cf. gure 6 c.), which can serve as a structural image description for further processing steps.
Extraction of Feature Primitives and their Mutual Relations
Referring to the presented model of the digital image a symbolic image description can be derived, consisting of points, lines and regions.
For the purpose of feature destinction the local image characteristics of the intensity function can be used (F orstner 1994) . Convolving the squared gradient ?g = rgr T g with the rotationally symmetric Gaussian function G (x; y) with centre 0 and standard deviation leads to the average squared gradient ? g = G (?g) = R R ?g(u; v)G (x ? u; y ? v)dxdy which describes the local structure of the intensity function. After diagonalization of the matrix ? g leading to the eigenvalues 1 (g), 2 (g) features can be derived in several steps: Figure 6 : shows the recovery of the image structure with the proposed procedure. The pixels of the original image (a.), the extracted feature primitives (b.) and the exoskeleton of the features, which allows deriving the mutual relations between the primitives (c.). subdivision into homogeneous and nonhomogeneous regions: Comparing the trace h :
= tr?g = 1 (g)+ 2 (g) for measuring the homogenity with a threshold T h ( ) enables the distinction of segment-regions on the one hand and line and point regions on the other hand. classi cation of line and point regions: Investigating the ratio v = 2 = 1 of the eigenvalues yields the degree of orientation or of isotropy. Using a second threshold T l ( ) on v results in line-and point-regions. The thresholds T h ( ) can be put into relation with the image noise characteristics, the width of the Gaussian kernel G and a signi cance level of a 2 -distributed test value. The threshold T l ( ) can be xed for all applications, e.g. to 0.1.
Using this classi cation of point and line regions a precise localization of point and line features inside their corresponding feature regions can be achieved (cf. gure 5 c.). In addition to the extraction of feature primitives, relations between those features can be derived using the exosceleton of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous regions. A feature adjacency graph serves for representation of the relations (Fuchs et al. 1993) .
Because the proposed approach for fully automatic feature extraction is related to a coherent theory, consistency of the symbolic image description is guaranteed. It enables a quantitative evaluation which is fundamental during interpretation using di erent features simultaneously. In gure 6 we show the results of the proposed procedure for feature extraction.
For the purpose of grouping into semantically more signi cant image descriptions, the feature adjacency graph can be further evaluated using the image models as described in chapter 5.2. This is the rst step within the reasoning process depending on any object model.
Restrictions onto Observation Space
Terrestrial as well as aerial images are characterized by speci c restrictions concerning the observed space. For example, within aerial images the space is restricted to the upper cone of the observation sphere. Further restrictions concerning the projection model result from the actual observation condition; for example, parallelprojection is a locally adequate model and for aerial images, taken from great height the nadirpoint can be considered to be the only vanishing point.
In general, during one and the same ight the orientation parameters are known and the image scale is considered to be x.
This additional information provides helpful constraints which facilitate establishing hypotheses within recognition and reconstruction.
Conclusion
We have presented a generic approach for the modeling of buildings within an overall concept for three-dimensional scene reconstruction based on the interpretation of digital images. The overall concept shows di erent levels of modeling and processing. These levels re ect the hierarchical scene modeling in the sense of a part-of hierarchy as well as the successive aggregation of the iconic image information into more complex structures. Our concept reveals well de ned levels of object and image modeling, and presents itself as a framework for the implementation of di erent interpretation strategies.
The development of our concept is still in the beginning. The feature extraction, some procedures for matching and reconstruction on the feature level as well as for objective parameter estimation are complete. Methods for texture based image segmentation and for the veri cation of 3D-hypotheses can be adapted from computer graphic methods. Currently we are investigating and developing on the observabiliy of object details, the quality of feature graphs in dependency on noise and scale space, the grouping of image faetures, constraints on simple building types, the aspect modeling of building primitives and pairs of building primitives and the formalization of the transformation from 3D constraints to 2D constraints. Especially we have to consider the integration of logical and statistical, i.e. strong and weak constraints as well as the classi cation of domain objects in the highest level of modeling. Medium-term aims are the integration of all modules and the inclusion of non-building objects, especially of roads and vegetation.
